Carriers providing assistance to Ukraine are asking Lithuanian companies and people to contribute
At present, the thoughts of passenger carriers, like of the most people in the country, has been captured
by the war in Ukraine. Lithuanian passenger companies have already delivered more than 10 buses to
Ukraine. Different companies transport people by bus from Ukrainian cities to the Polish border,
humanitarian aid from Lithuania to the Polish-Ukrainian border as well as war refugees to Lithuania,
those who have chosen our country.
“Kautra” has already delivered its first 10 tourist buses to Ukraine. The company “Kauno autobusai” will
send the same number of city buses to Ukraine in the nearest future. 3 tourist buses of “Toks” and one of
“Busturas” bus have been prepared for transfer. Two buses were sent to Ukrainians by Klaipeda and one
by Raseiniai bus municipal bus companies.
All the buses handed over to Ukraine did not leave empty - the charity collected from the Lithuanian Red
Cross Society. Generators, medicines and fuel donated by different municipal companies of Klaipėda were
transported by Klaipėda buses.
Lithuanian companies continue to rescue people, evacuate Ukrainians from Lviv or other cities, and
transport refugees from war zones, from the Ukrainian-Polish border to Warsaw or Lithuania. In total,
more than 3,000 people have already been transported by buses of Kautra, TOKS, Vilneda, Busturas and
other companies, more than half of them – carried directly from Ukraine. More carriers intend to
contribute to this important mission.
All this support is provided by passenger carriers at their own expense from the very first days. It is very
much needed by the people of Ukraine. In order not to interrupt the support and provide it in the future,
the Lithuanian Passenger Transport Association invites other companies to contribute and to perform an
important mission together. Every euro donated will contribute to providing assistance to the Ukrainians.
The association has opened a separate account in which the money raised will directly reach the carriers
providing assistance to Ukraine.
Anyone who can support and donate, please transfer the following details:
LIETUVOS KELEIVIŲ VEŽIMO ASOCIACIJA
(LITHUANIAN PASSENGER TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION)
Sodų g. 22, LT-03211 Vilnius
Company code 304962891
Account Nr. LT04 7044 0901 0297 6534
AB SEB bankas
Bank code - 70440
SWIFT code (BIC) - CBVILT2X
LEI code - 549300SBPFE9JX7N8J82
These funds will be used to transport war refugees from Lviv to Poland and Lithuania. All information about
the money spent will be published on our website www.lkva-asociacija.lt.

